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“Take Up the Shield of Faith” – Paul

Monday July 15, 2019

The Never Silent Minority
I just checked my Facebook account. I was inspired to do so while reviewing news about the President’s social media summit. He held it last week at the White House. Facebook stole my right to LIVEstream to my “friends” the
week before.
They weren’t even creative about it. They called me a hater in a pop up. Then I could no longer LIVEstream. My
phone and every browser I’ve tried always gives me the same pop up now. It says cryptically, “Error creating live
video.” It does the same thing on my son’s computer when he tries to initiate the stream on his computer.
The problem isn’t on my end. Facebook is messing with my account. And there is no place that I can find where I
can see their reason for doing it. My son didn’t grab a screen shot of the pop up where they called me a hater as I
was LIVEstreaming. The pop up appeared, the LIVEstream went down, and then the functionality was turned off in
my account.
This is beyond annoying. It is unethical, and as my friend Coach Dave Daubenmire describes it … childish. He is
serving out a thirty day stint in Facebook jail for being “hate filled.”
Both Coach and I are Christians. Neither of us are what you would call top-tier media personalities. We don’t have
gargantuan followings like Laura Loomer, Alex Jones and most of the 200 personalities invited to Trump’s summit.
We are salty Christian voices. And we are constantly vilified by the Never Silent Minority in America, othewise
known as Lame Stream Media.
The more I learn about Tommy Robinson the more I deeply identify with him and his plight.
I watched a dramatic video of him yesterday. He was walking from the train station to the courthouse to receive his
66 day death sentence. He was being asked excellent questions by Katie Hopkins. The scene becomes electric as
they near the Old Bailey, and the loudly chanting crowd that gathered in support of Robinson.
I was never imprisoned for fighting big sodomy. My career was, however, taken from me by institutional Maine. I
was a registered lobbyist for over two decades. I lobbied hundreds of bills and issues during that time. Not once
did I run afoul of any ethics rules related to lobbying. I was respected. I was good at what I did.
That didn’t matter. All that mattered is that I refused to bend over to the sodomy lobby. And for that I was run out
of dodge … my career was stolen from me.
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That’s nothing like what Tommy has endured, I admit.

I came to my cause, my calling, on less physical … more cerebral … paths. I came to confront big sodomy through
personal experience shaped by religious, political and philosophical training. Tommy stood up to Muslim bullies in
his hometown of Luton with his fists first, and then with his mind. His physical confrontations led him to write a
book, and pursue his righteous cause, using social media.
Tommy is God’s man because He is a man first. He experienced an injustice where he lived. He responded the
way men do. He confronted the injustice personally. He didn’t expect someone else to do it for him. He fights like
blazes. That’s what men do.
Ben Bubar Sr. said, “Keep your conscience clean, your powder dry, trust in God, Fight Like Blazes!” A man can’t
do better than that. Tommy is doing that. And he’s paying the price great men always pay for doing the right thing
in the face of deep evil.
The kind of evil I saw this morning as I googled Trump’s Summit. All the “verified” sources showed up in the
search … you know, the fake news outlets like CNN etc. I even tried googling with “Infowars” as a keyword. The
search engine still buried sources of news on the summit in which I was interested. Practically every headline that
scrolled past was slanted diabolically against the Summit.
To my mind, bounded by tight time constraints, it all read like bald-faced propaganda.
It is terrifying to realize that the internet is so quickly going over to the dark — the corporate globalist controlled —
side. I pray Trump and common sense aren’t arriving too late to the information technology party. I find much
hope is men like Trump, Coach Dave, Tommy Robinson and my sons.
Sometimes I feel like everyone in the world sees how insane all of this is, except for the people who are writing the
biggest checks in the world. I conclude that folks are keeping their heads down for materialistic reasons … they
choose not to lose their career like I did. I get that.
They choose not to risk death in prison at the hands of imprisoned and empowered Muslim invaders.
But … I think the time has come for more men to risk it all to protect their daughters and granddaughters. Men DO
NOT applaud drag queens. Fathers DO NOT allow their daughters to become sluts. Grandfathers DO NOT stand
by as the virtue of their granddaughters is twisted by sodomite ideology.
No.
The never silent minority must encounter the force of righteous men.
The time is now. Do your part.
Amen.

